Our journey as a community focused on the SDG7 Vision to 2030

Call to Action in alignment with the Paris Agreement by 2050

The findings in this presentation have been prepared by SEforALL drawing on the early findings of a 10 Year Review conducted by Strategy Development Solutions, an independent evaluation consultancy. The Review report will be published in the second half of 2022 and will set out the evidence that informed the Review, which did not involve a formal evaluation, along with limitations that should be taken into account when considering the findings.
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A community devoted to driving faster action towards **sustainable energy for all**

**VISION of SDG7 by 2030:**
ensure universal access to affordable, reliable and modern energy services
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**Presentations of findings from 10-Year Review**
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**NET ZERO 2050**
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SEforALL is valued by partners

Responsive
Passionate
Creative & Innovative
Mission-driven
Independent
Credible
Persuasive
Relationship with UN
These enable SEforALL to

Provide reliable data and evidence to challenge the status quo

Set the agenda around access and equity through global efforts i.e. COP and UN High Level Dialogue on Energy

Convene diverse voices, engage where others cannot, collaborate widely and effectively
The SEforALL Community’s **10-Year Track Record**

- **2012** Self-sustaining community of interest formed
- **2015** Ambition of SDG7 defined and adopted
- **2016** Independent, credible organization representing SDG7 established
- **2017 - 2018** Energy access widely recognized as a development issue
- **2017 - 2018** Advocacy activated, backed by growing evidence and knowledge base
- **2019 - 2020** Strong data and evidence track record established with the sector
- **2020** Powering healthcare programme elevated in response to COVID-19
- **2020** Gender and Youth further prioritized in support of inclusive and equitable energy transition
- **2020** Customized country support; meaningful change secured through country-specific partnerships
- **2021** Ambition increased through UN Energy Compacts
- **2022** Independent, credible organization representing SDG7 established
- **2022** Finance committed by this community at scale not seen before
- **2020** Gender and Youth further prioritized in support of inclusive and equitable energy transition
- **2020** Powering healthcare programme elevated in response to COVID-19
- **2019 - 2020** Strong data and evidence track record established with the sector
- **2017 - 2018** Energy access widely recognized as a development issue
- **2016** Independent, credible organization representing SDG7 established
As a community, we have jointly achieved...

- **200+** Network of partners
- **90+** Countries supported
- **200+** UN Energy Compacts
- **$600 Bn+** Finance committed
The road ahead: Achieving SDG7 by 2030 requires a just and equitable energy transition.

2022

Accelerating **global ambition** for energy and climate

2030

Developing **stronger policy, regulation and planning** to create a more enabling environment

Delivering faster results by **securing and directing finance** to establish new energy connections

NET ZERO 2050
What does SEforALL mean by a just and equitable energy transition?
Together, we can make sure that everyone, everywhere has the energy they need to reach their potential. Let's truly leave no one behind.